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Welcome to Visual Basic 2008, the most mature version yet of the most popular programming language for building Windows and web applications. In modern software development, however, the language is only one of the components we use to build applications. The most important component is the .NET Framework, which is an indispensable component of every application; it’s actually more important than the language itself. You can think of the Framework as an enormous collection of functions for just about any programming task. All drawing methods, for example, are part of the System.Drawing class. To draw a rectangle, you call the DrawRectangle method of the System.Drawing class, passing the appropriate arguments. To create a new folder, you call the CreateDirectory method of the Directory class, and to retrieve the files in a folder you call the GetFiles method of the same class.

The Framework contains all the functionality of the operating system and makes it available to your application throughmethods. The language and the Framework are the two ‘‘programming’’ components, absolutely necessary to build Windows applications. It’s possible to develop applications with these two components alone, but the process would be awfully slow. The software development process relies on numerous tools that streamline the coding experience, and these tools are provided for us by Visual Studio 2008.
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Fault Tolerant Control for Switched Linear Systems (Studies in Systems, Decision and Control)Springer, 2015

	This book presents up-to-date research and novel methodologies on fault diagnosis and fault tolerant control for switched linear systems. It provides a unified yet neat framework of filtering, fault detection, fault diagnosis and fault tolerant control of switched systems. It can therefore serve as a useful textbook for senior and/or graduate...
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Managers Not MBAs: A Hard Look at the Soft Practice of Managing and Management DevelopmentBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2004
In his new book, Henry Mintzberg offers a sweeping critique of how managers are educated and how management, as a result, is practiced, and makes thoughtful-and controversial-recommendations for reforming both. Management, Mintzberg writes, is a practice that blends a great deal of craft (experience) with a certain amount of art (insight) and some...
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Writing Secure Code for Windows Vista (Pro - Step By Step Developer)Microsoft Press, 2007
Get the definitive guide to writing secure code and developing more-secure applications for Windows Vista--straight from the experts. Security is one of the greatest enhancements in Windows Vista, and developers will be urged to write more secure code on the platform to support a growing customer base. This reference delivers the straight scoop...
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SAP ABAP Certification Review: SAP ABAP Interview Questions, Answers, And ExplanationsEquity Press, 2006
Why this book is unique:
  
  SAPCOOKOOK readers have a need for information they can use right   now.  And our series of SAP interview questions books is an answer to   that need for instant information.  Our books are written by SAP   practitioners and expert authors who have varied and vast experiences in...
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Algorithms in a Nutshell (O'Reilly)O'Reilly, 2008
Creating robust software requires the use of efficient algorithms, but programmers seldom think about them until a problem occurs. Algorithms in a Nutshell describes a large number of existing algorithms for solving a variety of problems, and helps you select and implement the right algorithm for your needs -- with just enough math to let...
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Java Programming 10-Minute SolutionsSybex, 2003
The problems encountered by a beginning Java programmer are many—and mostly minor.    

    The problems you encounter as an experienced Java programmer are far fewer—and far more serious.    

    Java Programming 10-Minute Solutions provides direct solutions to the thorny...
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